School: Scoil Náisiúnta an Bháin Mhóir
Team:

Bawnmore, Co Galway
The team included Niamh Duggan and Eimer Kyne.

Our School Context
Scoil Naisiúnta an Bháin Mhóir is a rural co-educational primary school near
Claregalway. The school staff includes six mainstream teachers, four special
education teachers, inclusion support assistants, caretakers and a secretary. There
are approximately 160
pupils enrolled in the
school.

Our Goal
To enable pupils to be independent, confident and reflective
thinkers in Maths.

Research Question
What strategies do pupils need to develop in order to solve
addition and subtraction problems involving time?

Planning Process
During the first meeting, after roles had been assigned and an agenda agreed upon,
we set about devising our goal. Initially, we discussed the attitudes, knowledge and
skills that the children would require in the future. To give this discussion more
focus, we decided to watch some video clips and examine some relevant literature.
It was agreed that a positive attitude and the ability to reflect were key to being
proficient in Maths, and these formed the basis of our goal. Keeping this in mind, our
attention turned to our research question. We considered the strengths and areas
for improvement in Maths based on the evidence that the school had available. This
analysis suggested that “Time” was an area that both pupils and teachers saw as
challenging. After a probing of the curriculum, it was determined that the challenge
lay with solving problems to do with elapsed time rather than with the sense of
time.
After some further discussion, it was decided that the
research question should investigate useful strategies
for solving problems based on time, in particular,
addition and subtraction. Our attention returned
again to the literature. We explored key maths texts
including Haylock and Van de Walle, Karp and BayWilliams. We also examined a number of relevant
maths sites on the internet. Our research uncovered
many different strategies that could be useful for
solving problems involving time. Again a lively
discussion ensued, and it was decided that using
clocks, the Empty Number Line including the
mountains, hills and rocks idea and the T chart
strategy were the most applicable.
We then planned a number of maths lessons, and from these, the research lesson
was chosen. It was also decided that the strategies would not be shown to pupils
until after they had time to explore their own strategies for solving the problems. It
was also felt that all successful strategies should receive equal focus. One member
of the group volunteered to teach the lesson, and this took place on the 14th of
February.

Teachers’ Reflections on the project
Key learning
The Research Lesson:
• The pupils were able to use their strategies and
apply them to subtraction, though they had only
worked on addition problems to that point.
• pupils used multiple strategies
• some pupils were very reliant on a particular
strategy, more time needed to discuss and
explore other strategies
• a pupil figured out the algorithm for subtracting
time without being explicitly taught it.
Overall:
• the importance of starting a new topic with a
question/problem and allowing pupils to try and
solve it using strategies they have already
developed
• giving pupils ownership over their strategies
• focus more on pupils explaining their solutions
and sharing their ideas. Giving them
opportunities to see where they went wrong and self-correct
• enable pupils to develop a bank of strategies and be flexible in their use
• importance of cognitively challenging tasks
• the need for multiple representations when solving problems; picture,
words, diagrams and numbers
• the significance of using real-life contexts
• not spoon-feeding pupils, allowing them to think for themselves
• the judicious use of textbooks
Implications of Lesson Study for whole school teaching of mathematics
• Discussion as a key part of Maths Lessons
• Developing and sharing strategies
• Eliciting ideas from the children rather than teaching/imposing
particular methods
Opportunities
• Challenge and transform teachers’ thinking
• Explore ideas and try them out in a safe and supportive manner
• See that planning doesn’t have to be cumbersome
• NB for the rollout of the new curriculum if the practice is to change; not
superficial changes
Challenges
• Time away from class
• Support from other staff and principal (not a factor here but could be)
Possible solutions
• Opportunity for everyone to engage in Lesson Study

